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APPG Meeting 18 May 2021 
Chat Stream 

 

Time Name Comment 

00:16:21 Kristy Howells: Good afternoon all, 

00:16:39 Alison Murray: Greetings of the day everyone. 

00:17:23 Kathryn Peckham: Good evening everyone, lovely to see you all. 

00:18:48 Sally Holland: Hi everyone, I'm the children's commissioner for Wales and pleased to 
join you today. It would be good to if you'd say in the chat which 
organisation you represent so I know who I am speaking to! 

00:19:18 Emily Ingle: Emily Ingle DWP reducing parental conflict programme 

00:19:48 Jo Staines: Hello, I'm Jo Staines from the School for Policy Studies, University of 
Bristol.  My colleague, Dr Jess Roy, gives her apologies as she is 
unwell, but I know she will very much miss hearing everyone speak 

00:19:52 Jackie Musgrave: Jackie Musgrave - Early Childhood at the Open University - hello all 

00:20:11 Jyles Robillard-
Day: 

Jyles - The National Counselling Society 

00:20:23 Alison Murray: Alison from the University of Roehampton, teacher (primary) education 
focus. 

00:20:26 Eunice: Hello Sally 

00:20:28 Paul Sharpe: Paul & Sarah from Slimming World 

00:20:31 Liz Emerson: Afternoon All :-) Liz Emerson, Co-founder, Intergenerational 
Foundation which works to protect the interests of younger and future 
generations. 

00:21:21 Stuart Abrahams: Stuart Abrahams - Seed Eating Disorder Charity, supporting young 
people and carers. 

00:21:22 Ben Sutcliffe: Hello Sally, I'm Ben Sutcliffe from Caudwell Children, a pan-disability 
charity providing services to children and families across the UK. 
www.caudwellchildren.com 

00:21:40 Eunice: I am from University of Northampton Lead for Childhood Youth and 
Families, all in my team very focused on children's rights agenda 

00:21:50 Rachel Thomas: Hello all,. I'm Head of Policy and Public Affairs for Sally at the 
Children's Commissioner for Wales' office.  happy to field any queries 
and share document links etc. while Sally is presenting, and 
throughout the session! 

00:22:04 Amanda Gummer: Hi Everyone, I’m Amanda Gummer, Good Play Guide. 
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00:22:14 Kathryn Peckham: Dr Kathryn Peckham - Early years consultant, researcher and author 
and founder of Nurturing Childhoods - an online support for parents to 
understand the development, growth and well-being of their children. 

00:22:47 Paul Wright: Good afternoon, I am Paul Wright - VP/Public Health Specialist of 
HEALTH EDCO & Childbirth Graphics | MFPH | FRSPH and a key 
supporter of the Children First Alliance. 

00:24:53 Rachel Bassett-
Dubsky: 

Hi All, Rachel Bassett-Dubsky from Uni of Northampton. I lead on 
Childhood and Youth and main focus is on Social Justice, Equity and 
Inclusion. 

00:26:28 Kristy Howells: Hi all, Kristy Howells from Canterbury Christ Church University, 
lecturer and reader (researcher) in Physical Education, Physical 
Development and Sport Pedagogy, also train teachers how to teach. 

00:26:51 Alice Ferguson: Hi. Alice Ferguson from Playing Out - national organisation based in 
Bristol, supporting the play street model and children’s right to play out 
in their neighbourhoods for health and wellbeing. www.playingout.net 

00:27:43 Jackie Musgrave: if we had a universal offer of early childhood education education and 
care in pre-school nurseries - like the pioneers, the McMillan sisters in 
London did around the Frist World War for poor young children, the 
health promotion benefits of what nurseries can offer - like good food, 
outdoor play and love etc as outlined in the English EYFS pre-school 
curriculum - can help to make our children fit and healthy 

00:29:35 Jackie Musgrave: pre-school education and care in high quality settings with well 
qualified practitioners can compensate for children's home lives and 
the effects of poverty 

00:29:40 Kathryn Peckham: I totally agree - it is all about giving parents a basic understanding of 
what their children need and the small changes that can help them 
offer it. 

00:29:54 Keith Godfrey: Prof Keith Godfrey, University of Southampton, developing 
programmes for healthy nutrition, lifestyle and metabolism of 
children/adolescents and prospective parents, which establishes health 
and resilience to illness, injury and recovery across the lifecourse and 
across generations. 

00:30:38 Sarah Lawfull: Playing in, learning from, through and, about nature needs to be a right 
of every child and young person. The Nature Premium is asking the 
government to address the inequalities of access to green spaces. 
Politicians in Wales are supporting the campaign. This bill is sounding 
hopeful!! Thank you Sir John. 

00:34:13 Kurti Birkenbeil, 
OPAL: 

Hi All, My name is Kurti Birkenbeil from Outdoor Play And Learning 
OPAL transforming primary school Breaktimes into Playtimes with 
great health and developmental benefits for all children in their 
everyday school life. 

00:43:06 Marguerite@playsc
otland.org: 

Hi  Marguerite Hunter Blair CEO Play Scotland 
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00:43:31 Jo Staines: Hugely inspiring to hear about the progress for children that is being 
made in Wales, and I really hope we can follow your lead in England 

00:43:52 Sara Collins: Da iawn! 

00:43:53 Amanda Gummer: Completely agree Jo 

00:44:10 Sarah Lawfull: Thank you, Sally. 

00:44:32 Liz Emerson: Here is the report from the Intergenerational Foundation: 
https://www.if.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/Government_Spending_By_Age_FINAL.pdf 

00:51:37 Jo Staines: And 'child' is often interpreted as up to, for example, age 14 or 15 (for 
travel, leisure activities etc), rather than 18 

00:53:29 Liz Emerson: Yup….as we all know children now have to stay in education or 
training until the age of 18 …but children often have to pay full fares 
from the age of 14 

00:53:53 Paul Wright: Excellent presentation Sally and work within Wales. It is great to see 
the positive work occurring and I hope that you do get the UNCRC into 
Welsh law in the near future. I wanted to ask, not knowing the Welsh 
Cabinet Minister/Dep Ministers well, do you believe that Wales would 
soon look at introducing a Welsh Cabinet Minister for Children/Children 
& Families? 

00:54:34 Alice Ferguson: Question for Sally (from Playing Out): During the pandemic, children in 
both England and Wales were effectively prevented from informally 
playing outside with friends, whereas in Scotland they were exempt 
from rules around meeting outdoors based on weighing up the low 
Covid risk against the high health and wellbeing benefit. In England 
(and maybe Wales too?), children aged 5 and over were not even 
exempted from 1:1 rule, so any child too young to go outside 
unsupervised was prevented from even meeting one friend during that 
time, with significant impact on their wellbeing. How did the decisions 
around this get made in Wales, given the much greater awareness of 
children’s rights generally and children’s right to play specifically? 

00:56:41 Rachel Thomas: the Future Generations Commissioner is publishing some further 
information about UBI and other priorities for the Welsh Government 
next Monday 24th May as we understand 

00:56:51 PATRICK MYERS: Thanks Melissa really interesting 

00:57:41 Sarah Lawfull: Valuable data that puts the work and challenges we afce into 
perspective. Interesting that pensioners have a vote whilst young 
people do not. 

00:58:25 Sarah Lawfull: Oops! ‘Face’. 

01:00:33 Liz Emerson: Right Sally, and silo thinking by government departments pushing the 
problem into the long grass 
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01:03:30 Alison Murray: To all presenters,  Lord Bird, thank you for a most comprehensive and 
compelling argument set. The methodology you mentioned; PEEC, 
opens a process oriented  way to consider practices. How might/your 
Future Generations progression Bill-Act..Enactment) link through our 
respective  home nations approach?                                                                   
To the Children's Commissioner for Wales.  Sally, how can the 
appreciated reflections from Wales assist all children across the UK ? 
Commercialised child services seem misaligned with the ethos of what 
is going on. Can this be raised to the level where legislative response 
is initiated? Melissa, do you think our government can afford to take 
away the commercial companies around child services esp. as you 
note children benefit less.  

01:06:40 Paul Wright: To Sally, Do you believe the new Welsh school Curriculum focussing 
on better mental/emotional health and physical health goes beyond the 
Statutory PSHE curriculum starting to be implemented in England? 

01:07:51 Marguerite@playsc
otland.org: 

Really interesting to hear the speakers and reflect on the journey we 
are on in Scotland 

01:08:42 Jackie Musgrave: great to hear about how Wales and Scotland are moving forward with 
embedding the rights of the child in law and in practice 

01:09:55 Liz Emerson: There is commercialisation in social care and care homes for the old 
as well as the young so this is a difficult area to estimate by age. We 
have previously researched private finance initiatives which sucked 
money out of hospitals/NHS and we all know the shocking stats about 
how much it cost to change light bulbs etc. 

01:11:08 Liz Emerson: It’s an old paper but in theory you could use the same argument for 
child services if you could cost: https://www.if.org.uk/research-
posts/the-public-finance-initiative-and-intergenerational-equity/ 

01:11:58 Alison Murray: Thanks for adding to these observations Liz. Yes, this is an insidious 
issue and it would be wonderful were this equity issue  be elevated to 
effect legislative change. 

01:12:12 Kathryn Peckham: Really interesting discussion.  As we know how influential and 
enduring the impact of parents actions and approaches are on their 
children - what measures are there to help parents understand the 
massive impact they can make - and to demand for their child's rights? 

01:12:33 Liz Emerson: Stockpiling space report showed intergenerational inequity in housing 
during the pandemic: https://www.if.org.uk/research-posts/stockpiling-
space-how-the-pandemic-has-increased-housing-inequalities-between-
older-and-younger-generations/ 

01:12:53 Alice Ferguson: Thank you both Sally and Melissa! 

01:13:17 Jo Staines: There also needs to be a focus on the harms caused to the health and 
wellbeing of children deprived of their liberty during the pandemic (and 
indeed, in 'normal' times too) - including access to exercise, play, fresh 
air, contact with family etc 
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01:14:30 Amanda Gummer: Really enjoyed the conversation - so much work to be done but lovely 
to be in a room with so many people committed to making things 
better. I have to drop off at 5, but hope to connect with you all again. 
Best, Amanda 

01:14:30 Alice Ferguson: Yes definitely Jo. 

01:14:55 Rachel Thomas: information and resources on our Right Way approach can be found 
here including case studies https://www.childcomwales.org.uk/the-
right-way-a-childrens-rights-approach/ 

01:15:26 Liz Emerson: just 7% of 55–65 year-olds reporting a lack of outside space compared 
to 21% of 25–34 year-olds, will check stats to see whether there are 
figures for children. 

01:15:37 Liz Emerson: That was during the pandemic. 

01:16:31 Sarah Lawfull: This is why we have set up the Nature Premium campaign - asking the 
govt to make learning in, through, with and from nature a core part of 
reducing social inequities: as a COVID response and to mitigate 
against poverty, obesity, climate anxiety. The Nature Premium would 
bring the climate and biodiversity crises and the physical/ mental 
health crises within younger generations together. We see this offering 
a route to changing the future. www.naturepremium.org 

01:17:26 sarah clothier: I have to sign off but thank you speakers for really engaging 
presentations  x 

01:17:50 Liz Emerson: Plea to call to call on all local MPs to support Future Generations Bill: 
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2736 

01:18:42 Sophia O'Neill: Thank you for an incredibly interesting meeting today, I have to leave 
now but will look forward to the email with presenters slides and links.  
Many thanks to the speakers for their presentations. 

01:19:46 Rachel Thomas: we have a parents' guide on children's rights in terms of the basic 
principles, here https://www.childcomwales.org.uk/uncrc-guide-for-
parents/ 

01:20:19 Melissa Bui, 
Intergenerational 
Foundation: 

Fantastic resource, thank you 

01:20:35 Ben Sutcliffe: Another great meeting, thank you to all the speakers and to Phil and 
the secretariat. 

01:20:37 Paul Wright: Thank you Melissa, Lord Bird & Sally, your answers have given a 
greater understanding of how we can support significant needed 
changes in the UK government, for betterment of children's lives. 

01:20:40 Alison Murray: Thank you APPG and splendid esteemed guests for such an 
informative meeting and comprehensive discussion.  

01:20:41 Stuart Abrahams: Many thanks - a very useful and informative session. 
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01:20:43 Jyles Robillard-
Day: 

Great speakers and great discussions. Thanks everyone 

01:20:52 Keith Godfrey: Kathryn: our research points to adolescence as a key time when boys 
& girls want to learn more about preparation for future parenthood 

01:20:53 Jackie Musgrave: thank you - very good meeting 

01:20:55 Kristy Howells: Thanks so much for all the speakers and to the organisers for today's 
sessions. 

01:20:58 Melissa Bui, 
Intergenerational 
Foundation: 

Thank you everyone for this meeting 

01:21:04 Kurti Birkenbeil, 
OPAL: 

Thank you very much to all speakers and the discussions 

01:21:05 Jo Staines: Many thanks to all 

01:21:05 Sarah Lawfull: Thank you everyone for these great presentations and questions. 
Grateful for this opportunity to join in with the APPG today. 

01:21:08 Alice Ferguson: Thanks! 

01:21:12 Eunice: thank you 
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